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Abstract  

              It is easy to choose and memorize simple and meaningful vocabulary as secret passwords, but it is very 
hard to meet the requirement of security and efficiency. Hence chang and chang proposed a novel three party 
encrypted key exchange protocol without using the server’s public keys. The key exchange protocol has achieved 
great attention due to its simplicity and efficiency. It was claimed that the protocol was practically secure and 
efficient. On the other hand, the protocol resists all types of password guessing attacks, because the password is of 
low entropy. It was then Yoon and Yoo who demonstrated the vulnerability of chang and chang’s protocol 
regarding undetectable on line password guessing attacks. This paper presents an enhanced protocol to eliminate 
undetectable online password guessing attack proposed by Yoon and Yoo.it also proposed an enhanced protocol 
which could achieve better performance by requiring only four message transmission round and the performance is 
analyzed on a set of experiments. 

Key words:  3-PEKE, Password authenticated key exchange (PAKE)  

1. Introduction  
             In cryptography, a password-authenticated key agreement method is an interactive method for two or 

more parties to establish cryptographic keys based on one or more party's knowledge of a password. Password-
authenticated key agreement generally encompasses methods such as: Balanced password-authenticated key 
exchange augmented password-authenticated key exchange, Password-authenticated key retrieval, Multi-server 
methods, and Multi-party methods. In the most stringent password-only security models, there is no requirement 
for the user of the method to remember any secret or public data other than the password. Password 
authenticated key exchange (PAKE) is where two or more parties, based only on their knowledge of a password, 
establish a cryptographic key using an exchange of messages, such that an unauthorized party (one who controls 
the communication channel but does not possess the password) cannot participate in the method and is 
constrained as much as possible from guessing the password. (The optimal case yields exactly one guess per run 
exchange.) Two forms of PAKE are Balanced and Augmented methods. Balanced PAKE allows parties that use 
the same password to negotiate and authenticate a shared key. Examples of these are: 
Encrypted Key Exchange (EKE), PAK and PPK, SPEKE (Simple password exponential key exchange)  J-
PAKE (Password Authenticated Key Exchange by Juggling), Augmented PAKE is a variation applicable to 
client/server scenarios, in which an attacker must perform a successful brute-force attack in order to masquerade 
as the client using stolen server data. Examples of these are: 
 Augmented-EKE B-SPEKE, PAK-Z, the Encrypted Key Exchange (EKE) Protocol, 
• Provides security and authentication on computer networks using both symmetric and public key 
cryptography. 
• Main idea: a shared secret key is used to encrypt a randomly generated public key. 
• Basic EKE: A and B share a common password P and use EKE to authenticate each other and generate a 
common session key K. 
M1. A → B : EP (KA) 
M2. B→  A : EP (EKA(K)) 
M3. A  →B : EK(N1) 
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M4. B → A : EK(N1,N2) 
M5. A → B : EK(N2) 
 
Where P is used as symmetric key, KA is a randomly generated public key (with corresponding K-1 A), and K is a 
randomly generated session key. 
• EKE can be implemented with different public-key algorithms: RSA, Diffie-Hellman, ElGamal, etc. 
• For example, with Diffie-Hellman, given (g, p), K is generated automatically, and the protocol is even simpler:      
A does not have to encrypt the first message with password P; she picks a random number rA and sends M1. A 
→ B: A, grA mod p, B picks a random number rB and calculates K = grA rB mod p. He then generates a random 
string RB and sends M2. B → A: EP (g

rB mod p), EK (RB) , A decrypts to obtain grB mod p, and then calculates K 
to decrypt RB. She generates another random string RA and sends M3. A →B: EK (RA, RB) B checks that RB is 
the one he sent and replies to A’s challenge M4. B →A: EK(RA) 
• EKE is patented and its use has been suggested for secure public telephones. 
• It does suffer from some weaknesses, though:  EKE’s challenge-response can be strengthened to prevent 
replay attacks on K. Moreover, EKE requires that both parties possess password P; the Augmented EKE 
Protocol uses a one-way hash of the user’s password as the super-encryption in the Diffie-Hellman variant of 
EKE. 
        Encrypted Key Exchange (also known as EKE) is a family of password-authenticated key agreement 
methods described by Steven M. Bellovin and Michael Merritt.[1] Although several of the forms of EKE  were 
later found to be flawed, the surviving, refined, and enhanced forms of EKE effectively make this the first 
method to amplify a shared password into a shared key, where the shared key may subsequently be used to 
provide a zero-knowledge password proof or other functions. In the most general form of EKE, at least one 
party encrypts an ephemeral (one-time) public key using a password, and sends it to a second party, who 
decrypts it and uses it to negotiate a shared key with the first party. 
              In 2012, P.Rajkumar and C.Manoharan [2] proposed 3PEKE protocol (PMT). It is shown that STW-
3PEKE suffers not only undetectable on-line password guessing attacks but also off-line password guessing 
attacks. Then, they proposed an improved 3PEKE protocol (LSH-3PEKE) using server's public key to prevent 
these attacks. Thereafter, in 2001, Lin et al. [5] proposed a new 3PEKE protocol (LSSH-3PEKE) without the 
use of server's public keys.  

Chang and Chang [4] also proposed a three-party encrypted key exchange (ECC-3PEKE) protocol 
without using the server's public keys that provides the round efficiency and possesses the advantages of LSH-
3PEKE [5] and LSSH-3PEKE [6]. Chang–Chang claimed that their proposed ECC-3PEKE protocol is secure, 
practical, simultaneously possesses round and computation efficiencies. But an undetectable on-line password 
guessing was proved on ECC protocol by Yoon and Yoo. 
For security enhancement, we propose an enhanced protocol which utilizes the parallel message transmission 
mechanism to achieve better performance efficiency by reducing one message transmission round compared to 
Chang and Chang 3PEKE protocols without undetectable on-line password guessing attacks, and the 
performance is analyzed on a Comprehensive set of experiments. 
 
2. The existing  protocol 
This section briefly reviews of Chang–Chang's ECC-3PEKE protocol. Some of the notations used are defined as 
follows: 
• A, B: two communication parties. 
• S: the trusted server. 
• IDA, IDB, IDS: the identities of A, B, and S, respectively. 
• PWA, PWB: the passwords securely shared by A with S and B With S, respectively. 
• EPW(·): a symmetric encryption scheme with a password PW. 
• rA, rB: the random numbers chosen by A and B, respectively. 
• p: a large prime. 
• g: a generator of order p-1. 
• RA, RB, RS: the random exponents chosen by A, B, and S, respectively. 
• NA, NB: NA=gRA mod p and NB=gRB mod p. 
• FS(·): the one-way trapdoor hash function (TDF) , where only S knows the trapdoor. 
• fK(·): the pseudo-random hash function (PRF)  indexed by a key K. 
• KAS, KBS: a one-time strong keys shared by A with S and B with S, respectively. 
There are Six Steps in Chang–Chang's ECC-3PEKE protocol as follows.  
 
Step 1 :A→B: {IDA, IDB, IDS, EPWA(NA), FS(rA), fKAS (NA)}User A chooses a random integer number rA and a 
random exponent RA  �.RZp., and then computes NA=gRA and KAS=NA

rA. Then, A encrypts NA by using his/her 
password PWA like EPWA(NA), and computes two hash values FS (rA) and fKAS (NA). Finally, A sends {IDA, IDB, 
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IDS, EPWA(NA), FS (rA), fKAS(NA)} to B. 
 
Step 2 :B→S: {IDA, IDB, IDS, EPWA(NA), FS (rA), fKAS (NA), EPWB (NB), FS(rB), fKBS (NB)}. User B chooses a 
random integer number rB and a random exponent RBZp., and then computes NB=gRB and KBS=NBrB. Then, B 
encrypts NB by using his/her password PWB like EPWB(NB), and computes two hash values FS (rB) and fKBS (NB). 
Finally, B sends {IDA, IDB, IDS, EPWA(NA), FS (rA), fKAS (NA), EPWB(NB), FS (rB), fKBS (NB)} to S. 
 
Step 3 : S→B: {NB RS, fKAS (IDA, IDB, KAS,NB

RS), NA
RS, fKBS (IDA,IDB, KBS, NA RS)} Server S decrypts EPWA(NA) 

and EPWB(NB) by using PWA and PWB to get NA and NB, respectively. Then, S gets rA and rB from FS (rA) and 
FS(rB) by using a trapdoor, respectively. To authenticate A and B, S computes KAS=NA

rA and KBS=NB rB and then 
verifies fKAS (NA) and fKBS (NB), respectively. If successful, S chooses a random exponent RS.RZp. and then 
computes NA

RS and NB
RS, respectively. Finally, S computes two hash values fKAS (IDA, IDB, KAS, NB

RS) and fKBS 
(IDA,IDB, KBS, NA

RS), and sends {NB
RS, fKAS (IDA, IDB, KAS,NB

RS), NA
RS, fKBS (IDA, IDB, KBS, NA

RS)} to B. 
 
Step 4:B→A: {NB

RS, fKAS (IDA, IDB, KAS, NB
RS), fK(IDB, K)} By using KBS=NB

rB, B authenticates S by checking 
fKBS (IDA,IDB, KBS, NA

RS). If successful, B computes the session key K=(NA
RS)RB=gRSRARB and hash value fK(IDB, 

K), and then sends {NB
RS, fKAS (IDA, IDB, KAS, NB

RS), fK(IDB, K)} to A. 
 
Step 5:A→B: {fK(IDA, K)} By using KAS=NA

rA, A authenticates S by checking fKAS (IDA, IDB, KAS, NB
RS). If 

successful, A computes the session key K=(NB
RS)RA =gRSRARB, and 

authenticates B by checking fK(IDB, K). If the authentication is passed, A computes and sends fK(IDA, K) to B. 
Step 6: B authenticates A by checking fK(IDA, K). If successful, B confirms A's knowledge of the session key 
K=gRSRARB. 
 
3. The enhanced protocol 
In our protocol, we utilize the parallel message transmission mechanism to reduce one message transmission round 
in comparison with the literature .The motivation is taken from security enhanced protocol proposed by Lo-Yeh. 
[8]. The detailed procedures of our enhanced protocol are described as follows (Fig. 1) 
Step1.A→S:IDA, IDB, IDS, EPWA(NA), FS(rA), fKAS(NA) 
           B→.S:IDA,IDB,IDS, EPWB(NB), FS(rB), fKBS(NB). 
 
 
 
 Client A generates two random numbers RA and rA, and calculates EPWA(NA), FS(rA) and fKAS(NA), where 
KAS=NA

rA (mod p) and NA=gRA (mod p). Next, A sends these three messages to S via his/her own private 
communication channel. Meanwhile, client B calculates NB=gRB (mod p), KBS=NB

rB (mod p), EPWB(NB), FS(rB) and 
fKBS(NB) with two newly generated random numbers RB and rB. Then, B transmits EPWB(NB), FS(rB) and fKBS(NB) to 
S via his/her own private communication channel. Both of A and B operate the above procedures at the same time. 
Step 2. S →A: NB

RS, fKAS(IDA, IDB, KAS, NB
RS) 

             S→ B: NA
RS, fKBS(IDA, IDB, KBS, NA

RS) 
Once receiving the message sent from A and B , S first utilizes a trapdoor to obtain rA and rB from FS(rA) and 
FS(rB), whether computed value fKAS(NA)(or fKBS(NB)) and received value fKAS(NA) (or fKBS(NB)) are identical or 
not. If this verification holds, S continues the residual procedures of this protocol. Otherwise, S terminates this 
protocol at current session. Next, S computes NB

RS, NA
RS, and corresponding hashed credential fKAS(IDA, IDB, KAS, 

NB
RS) and fKAS(IDA, IDB, KBS, NA

RS). Finally, S sends these messages to A and B simultaneously. 
  Step 3.  B →. A: fK(IDB, K) 
  Step 4. A →. B: fK(IDA, K). 
 
Shared Information: IDA , IDB , IDS , p, g , E(.) , FS(.) , fK (.) 
Information held by User A : PWA 

Information held by User B : PWB 

Information held by server S : PWA , PWB 

 
               User A                                         User B                                                            Server 

Choose nonce rA                               Choose  nonce rB 

Choose RA ∈ RZp                               Choose RB ∈ RZp 

Compute NAgRA(modp)                 Compute NBgRB(mod p) 
Compute KASNA

rA(mod p)             Compute KBSNB
rB(mod p) 

                                {IDA,IDB,IDS,EPWA(NA),FS(rA),fKAS(NA)} 
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                                                    {IDA,IDB,IDS,,EPWB(NB),FS(rB),fKBS(NB)} 
 
                                                                                                      Decrypt EPWA(NA) and EPWB(NB) 
                                                                                              Extract rA and rB from FS(rA) and FS(rB) 
                                                                                                              Compute KASNA

rA(mod p) 
                                                                                                              Compute KBSNB

rB(mod p) 
                                                                                                              Verify fKAS(NA) and fKBS(NB) 
                                                                                                                     Choose RS ∈ RZp 

                                                                                            Compute NA
RS(mod p) and NB

RS(mod p) 
                 {NB

RS,fKAS(IDA,IDB,KAS,NB
RS)} 

          
  Verify fKAS(IDA,IDB,KAS,NB

RS)                { NA
RS,fKBS(IDA,IDB,KBS,NA

RS)} 
   Compute K (NB

RS)RA(mod p)      
   Verify fK(IDB,K)                               Verify fKBS(IDA,IDB,KBS,NA

RS) 
                                                            Compute k (NA

RS)RB(mod p) 
                                             {fK(IDA,K)} 
                                                               
                                              {fK(IDB,K)} 
   
    Verify fK(IDB,K)                                      Verify fK(IDA,K)                                                    

 
Fig 1. The Enhanced protocol 

 
Upon obtaining the transmitted messages sent from S, B first verifies fKBS(IDA, IDB, KBS, NA

RS) to authenticate S. If 
this verification is passed, B believes the received NA

RS is valid and then computes the session key K=(NA
RS)RB 

(mod p) and fK(IDB, K). Otherwise, B terminates this protocol. Finally, B sends the fK(IDB, K) to A. Note that 
fK(IDB, K) will be used by client A to verify the legality of client B and the established session key K. At the same 
time, A veri.es fKAS(IDA, IDB, KAS, NB

RS) to authenticate S. If this verification does not hold, A terminates this 
protocol. Otherwise, A computes the session key K=(NB

RS)RA (mod p) and fK(IDA, K). Finally, A sends the fK(IDA, 
K) to B. 
 After A and B successfully examine the validation of the incoming messages fK(IDB, K) and fK(IDA, K), both of 
them can ensure that they actually share the secret session key K=(NB

RS)RA (mod p)=(NA
RS)RB(mod p) at present. 

Otherwise, the protocol will be terminated. 
 

4. Security and efficiency analysis 
The following are the security requirements to be met by a password key exchange protocol. 

Mutual authentication 
Resistance to the password guessing attacks. 
Transmission round and computation complexity. 
       Our enhanced protocol is satisfying the above requirements. The following section presents the brief report 

on the security analysis of our protocol with respect to requirements. 
 
4.1. Mutual authentication 
  First, A & B uses the trapdoor function FS to hide the random number rA & rB and PA & PB to encrypt NA & NB 

in step 1, as described in section 3 . since only s knows the trap door , PA & PB , only S  can authenticate A/B after 
receiving the message sent in step 1. 
     Second, S sends. {NB

RS, fKAS(IDA, IDB, KAS, NB
RS)} to A,{ NA

RS, fKBS(IDA, IDB, KBS, NA
RS} to B  in step 2. 

This message can be used to authenticate ‘S’ as mentioned in step 2 in section 3. 
     Third, A and B derives key from NB

RS
 and NA

RS
   respectively as mentioned in step 2 in section 3. With the 

help of  fK(IDB, K), fK(IDA, K) A & B can authenticate each other. 
 

4.2. Resistance to the password guessing attacks 
   First, A directly sends   the message EPWA(NA) , FS(rA), fKAS(NA)  to server, B directly sends  the message 

EPWB(NB), FS(rB) , fKBS(NB)  to server hence there is no chance to guess the password of A by B as mentioned by 
Yoon and Yoo. In Chang and Chang protocol they are sending the message EPWA(NA) , FS(rA) , fKAS(NA)  through 
B , hence ‘B’ is trying to guess the password. In our proposed protocol there is no chance for B to guess A’ s 
password or A to guess B’ s password. 
  Second, if the message EPWA(NA) , FS(rA) , fKAS(NA)   is trapped by third party even then he cannot get any 

information  from the obtained message since NA is encrypted with password PWA , rA can be opened if the 
trapdoor is known , which is known only to the server. Without NA and rA , KAS  =NA

rA(mod p) cannot be 
determined . Hence third party cannot mount any attack. 
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  Third, even if the password PWA is guessed by the attacker and NA is retrieved by decrypting EPWA(NA) , then 
in order to get authenticate by the server he should know KAS=NA

rA(mod p) , which cannot be determined since it 
is computationally intractable mathematically hard problem known as DLP. 
 
4.3. Transmission round and computation complexity 
       In 3PEKE research field, the development of an efficient protocol should take the number of transmission 

rounds (and steps) and the computation complexity into account. From the view point of the transmission round, 
our protocol adopts the parallel message transmission mechanism ( i.e  A→S and B→S) . To achieve fewer 
transmission rounds than the protocols proposed by Chang and Chang(i.e. A→B→S ).we can maintain the same 
security level even after deleting the XOR operations when compared with Lo-Yeh protocol. 
 

5. Experimental results 
      The purpose of experimental results is to show the total running time needed for the expensive operations 

involved in various steps of the proposed protocol.  
       A data set is generated for problem (p) of size ranging from 128 bits-2048 bits. The more expensive steps in 

the protocol are: TDF, pseudorandom hash function, computing NA, computing KAS, symmetric encryption. 
      The following tables summarize the results of the computing time of the above expensive steps. 
 
Table 1 represents the computing time required for encrypting the random numbers ranging from 128 bits to 

2048 bits using RSA-Trap door function [10]. 
 

Table 1. Running time for  TDF(FS(rA)) 

  
Bits Running  time in micro sec 

128 1031 

2048 350950 

 
                   Table 2 represents the computing time needed to encrypt NA ranging from 128 bits to 2048 bits with 

Data encryption standard i.e. symmetric encryption algorithm. 
 

Table 2     Running time for EPWA(NA) 

                                                                  
bits Running time in micro-sec 
64 351.4 

2048 4778.5 
 
 Table 3 represents the computing time required for encrypting the random numbers ranging from 128 bits to 

2048 bits using RSA-Trap door function with examples. 
     

Table 3    Example for TDF 

 

 

Bits 

                            

                                              Random  number  (rA) 

Running 
time in 
micro sec 

128 340282366901131422834808524128598884352   1031 

2048 32317006071311007300714876688669951960444102669715484032130345427524655
13886789089319720141152291346368871796092189801949411955915049092109508
81523864482831206308773673009960917501977503896520501298848071354375082
61294619922857058265501512322283816287099628787864709141511273866922825
99628359928931778450955536049196007141856049741858482595787977381536496
70952181159107797325129218196095958022711727009508322179060242184126269
98610474659711572593389824238628305090259462285683876456245082234653895
92957756419092899382989038789244779174857584141277149460491062464755864
3423830584281562693227069197419997513229803716608 

 

 

 

 

 

 

350950 
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 Table 4 represents the computing time needed for calculating NA=gRA(mod p) & KAS=NA
rA(mod p) for different 

size of problems(p)[9].        
 

Table 4 Running time for calculating NA, KAS 

 

 
6. Conclusion 
      We have proposed an enhanced password-key exchange protocol which is in-vulnerable to undetectable on-

line password attacks, with reduced transmission rounds using Parallel Message Transmission protocol. Our 
proposed protocol is achieving better performance efficiency by requiring only four message transmission rounds 
and the performance is analyzed on a comprehensive set of experiments. The above results shows that the 
proposed protocol is secure, efficient and practical. 
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